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The icon pushes the flesh below
the surface, generating an image
possibly living, possibly dead. Is
this a body wrapped up in cloth,
or is it but an empty envelope?
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Seven on the Wall Alice Klingman
ide-by-side, the life size figures are mounted
on the wall, like seven mummies. Seven
elongated photographs of a body wrapped,
bound, bandaged, gagged. An elasticized
cloth strip is tied around the organs,
stretched forcefully. It is unnakednakedness, a marked female body. The
body’s contours are emphasized, but the
body itself, the flesh, is unseen. The
horizontal lines of the fabric strap
obliterate the vertical body lines. The
obliteration, almost like a drawing,
generates an ostensibly still graphic surface.
The body is present as a graphic image, an
icon of sorts. The icon pushes the flesh, the
female nudity, below the surface,
generating an image – possibly living,
possibly dead. Is this a body wrapped up in
cloth, or is it but an empty envelope?
Juxtaposed to the erased-covered,
fleshy-material female body are sensuous
objects made of melted baby-bottle plastic
and frozen chickens defrosted by the heat
generated from the flashes. The chicken,
a lump of meat, is set against a fervent,
sexual red backdrop, with its backside to
the camera. The gaze on its organs is
directed at the point of penetration into
the body, at the inside and at the sexuality
of the fresh meat. The remnants of the
melted bottles are akin to an obliteration
of maternity, an erasure of the female icon
mounted in life-size on the opposite wall.
The images in Alice Klingman’s works

(mummies, baby bottles and defrosted
chickens) form a set of signs undergoing
an irreversible process of change. The
chickens will be chucked in the bin at the
end of the shoot, unfit for human
consumption, useless. The bottles melted
into a plastic mix were likewise rendered
non-functional. The female body will be
fixed in our memory as expendable,
fleshless, lifeless and useless. However, it
is precisely this death sentence that exposes
the material, introducing it as the thing
itself, as the object’s very essence. The
emphasis is shifted from process to
substance. A substance which is the crux
of the matter.
The interrelations between the
consciousness of the act and the
consciousness of the flesh are arbitrary.
The act does not stem from the flesh (the
eyes affirm a non-existent body), and the
flesh neither generates nor stimulates the
(sexual or other) action. These systems of
signs occur concurrently, undermining one
another, until the body is emptied of
actions habitually identified with it and
voided of the consciousness of the flesh,
gradually transforming into a sign of a
body, an icon.
The icon becomes a sign that can be
converted – into action or into substance,
matter, thus reinforcing its image as an
icon, as a representation of an object
possessing eternal life.
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The internal organs of
the earliest mummies in
human history were
removed first; only then,
through the eyes, was the
heart extracted. The
body remained empty,
fleshless and dried. It was
stuffed with sodium. A
body tantamount to a
container, a suitcase for
the soul making its way
to the world of the dead.
The eyes alone were
dubbed the mirror of the
soul, whereas the body
was considered mere
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matter.
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